
Seats

A seat is a strong, strong surface to sit upon, usually raised above floor level. Usually used by one individual, most seats are supported 
by four legs, though some could be in a triangular shape with only three legs. A stool is a kind of seat which does not have a back or 
any arm rests. A kind of seat that has folding action and an inclining footrest is referred to as a recliner, while a seat together with arms 
only is considered an arm seat. If a seat has attached wheels, it could be called a wheelseat and if the seat is hung from above, it is 
called a swing. A permanently connected seat in a theatre or a train is called a seat or airline seat, yet when riding; it is a saddle as in 
bicycle saddle. A car seat is the kind found inside vehicles and an infant car seat will be a seat specifically intended for young kids.

The design of the seat could differ rather significantly so as to accommodate numerous requirements and aesthetic tastes. As an 
instance, designs can be decorated with drilled openings, can comprise gaps or low backs for ventilation or be made of porous 
materials. The seat back could be designed as an included headrest by way of extending the height over the occupant's head. Seats may 
be made together with an attached, built in footrest or come with a separate matching ottoman. An ottoman is a short stool which is 
designed to be used as a movable footrest. From time to time the ottoman could be mounted to a glider chair with swing arms, 
allowing the ottoman to rock back and forth together with the glider similar to a rocking chair along with a built-in footrest.

Covers meant for seats are temporary fabric wraps providing protections against wear or to offer better aesthetics. Currently obtainable 
there are a large range of seat covers from neoprene to leather. More formal materials can be rented for events such as weddings in 
order to improve the decoration. Several seat covers have decorative seat ties or bows connected to be tied behind the seat in a 
decorative know or bow. Several folks use custom-made clear plastic furniture covers in order to protect their expensive seats and 
sofas.

Seat pads offer cushioning for hard seats, even though several are often decorative. Several can also be utilized so as to add to a 
driver's height inside vehicles. Moreover, orthopaedic backrests supply lumbar and lower spine support. A few makers have their seat 
pad designs patented and are recognized by certain medical organizations. Several of the newer car seats accessible are outfitted along 
with built-in and adjustable lumbar supports in order to offer added ease to passengers and drivers of the motor vehicle. 


